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Semitones
We chat to Annette Hames, 
member of a Newcastle-based group that 
has performed in care homes since 2009

What does Semitones do? We play music in nursing 
homes, sheltered accommodation and hospices. We 
know that music is therapeutic for elderly people, 
reducing feelings of depression and increasing 
wellbeing, and that it can be more beneficial than other 
artistic activities. Yet elderly people in care often have 
limited opportunities to access live music. We offer the 
chance to share the enjoyment of live music together.  

What sort of music do you play? We have found 
that residents often prefer lively and well-known 
music. Some slow pieces are nicely nostalgic but risk 
sending people to sleep! Usually we begin by playing 
well-known favourites – for instance light classics and 
theme tunes from films. We have recently added local 
folk-songs that the audience can join in with (they 
sometimes know the words better than we do). We 
then introduce percussion instruments so that they can 
play along with us. These are maracas, tambourines 
and drums — light instruments that are easy to hold.   

How does your audience respond to the concerts? 
The positive effects on elderly people are easy to see. 
People smile, look more alert, tap their feet and sing 
along. Sometimes they dance. Those who appear to be 
socially isolated, maybe moaning to themselves, stop 
while we play. Many people in our audiences have poor 
memories and suffer from dementia. While they often 
cannot remember what we have played, it is known 
that if people with dementia experience something 
which makes them feel positive, they will continue to 
feel positive, even if they cannot remember why.  

As a performer, how does the experience differ 
to other concerts? Not all of us would have been 
confident enough to play in public, but we have 
found that the environment of care homes gives us a 
sense of purpose and more confidence, sometimes to 
perform solos and duets for the first time. Our younger 
musicians can make great progress — one who joined 
us at the age of 12 is now conducting us at 17! 
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Save the Planet 

INAPPROPRIATE
It seems that there is an ever-
increasing threat to music 
and the arts in urban areas as 
councils seek to recoup lost 
government revenue. Whilst 
village halls and community 
centres in rural areas are often 
still subsidised, prime sites 
in the towns and cities are 
increasingly being sold off or 
rented out to big business. This 
of course adversely affects the 
potential audiences, as well 
as cutting down the options to 
stage a musical event.

The Blue Flash Music Trust 
has been one such victim 
in Horsham, West Sussex. 
Having been finally forced out 
of Horsham’s town-centre Old 
Town Hall by Horsham District 
Council after much public 
protest and lengthy High Court 
battles in 2012, like many other 
community organisations in 
the area, we have struggled to 
find alternatives. For example, 
‘inappropriate’ was the bizarre 

reason given for cancelling a 
recent Blue Flash Music Trust 
event at a community centre in 
Horsham. 

The Old Town Hall was perfect 
in terms of location, size and 
acoustics, with our patron and 
internationally acclaimed cellist, 
Julian Lloyd Webber having 
played there in the 1970s. By 
contrast, the Council now yields  
a paltry £60,000 per year from  
Bill’s Restaurant.

The Trust recently sponsored 
a show for a local artist, whose 
story would have inspired many 
because of her determination to 
overcome the loss of the use of 
her entire left side after a major 
operation to remove a tumour, 
but since there was no suitable 
central location sadly, few were 
able to see the results of her 
efforts.

Robert Mayfield, volunteer
The Blue Music Flash Trust

blueflashmusictrust.org.uk
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